A New Automation Process of Clouds Removal for Hyper-Spectrum Images using Self-adaptive Frequency Homomorphism Filter
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Abstract - The traditional homomorphism filter deals with the whole remote sensing image which damages the cloudless part when removes thin clouds, and the threshold of filter is needed to change to fit different bands. A proposed method aiming to solve these problems is introduced on the basis of geological statistic theory, by this method the cloudless part can be detected automatically and thereby reserved, also the threshold of filter is calculated to suit any band. The method is developed by IDL, the experiment result shows that the computer memory consumed becomes less; the speed is rapider than traditional way with less manual intervention.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the most time, the clouds in remote sensing images are often regarded as a type of noise, which bring problems for images interpretation, analysis and application [1]. The study of clouds removal is a key step in image processing because it should have improved the image quality for better application [2,3]. There are some ways widely used in practice such as: replacing the clouds covering area by a new clear part [4], this way is out of hand if the new part is unachieved obviously. Some studies try to decrease the clouds by band transformation [5], but the useful information is also damaged at the same time. A number of researchers recover the clouds covering area by interpolation method based on geological statistic [6], small clouds area can be recovered effectively but it is reasonless when the clouds area become large, the interpolated result is usually unreal.

At present, homomorphism filter [7] is widely used to remove or weaken those large area clouds covering images, which can be executed at space domain or frequency domain. The frequency filter needs Fourier transform for the whole image primarily, which consumes too much computer’s memory when the image size is big, another shortage of this way is that the part of cloudless area is also damaged contemporary because the image is filtered wholly [8]. When the homomorphism filter is carried out in space domain by a spatial filter, the computer memory spent becomes low, but the useful image parts are still damaged, and a new problem arises because the threshold of the filter for different band is varied, the thresholds should be changed to fit different bands one by one, the reason is that the transmission and transparency of air varies at any spectrum window, resulting in the clouds distribution different at every band [9].

A new way to resolve the above disadvantages is proposed in this paper. By this way, the frequency filtering is carried on in a sliding window, the size of window is determined on the basis of geological statistic; the filter threshold is calculated at different band automatically. The computer memory consumed falls and the cloudless part of image is reserved after processing.

II. THE LAW OF HOMOMORPHISM FILTER

An image can be represented by a 2-D function \( f(x, y) \), which is often looked as the product of clouds incident ray \( i(x, y) \) and ground reflection ray \( r(x, y) \), the simplified formula is:

\[
f(x, y) = f(x, y) \times r(x, y)
\]

The component \( f(x, y) \) is bout the distribution of clouds, \( r(x, y) \) is related to the ground material distribution. The aim of clouds removal is to weaken \( f(x, y) \) and tone up \( r(x, y) \), but the popular filter is not suitable to remove the \( f(x, y) \) component [10].

The first step of homomorphism filter is to computer the logarithm of formula (1):

\[
\ln f(x, y) = \ln f(x, y) + \ln r(x, y)
\]

After this step, the relation of incident ray and the reflection ray is translated from multiplicative to additive, then transforming the image into frequency domain by Fast Fourier Transformation (formula 3):

\[
F(u, v) = \mathcal{F} \ln f(x, y) = \mathcal{F} \ln f(x, y) + \mathcal{F} \ln r(x, y) = I(u, v) + R(u, v)
\]

Because clouds reflection varies slowly while ground material reflection varies quickly, this implies that the
component of clouds accounts for low frequency yet the ground material accounts for high frequency in the frequency domain. Applying a high pass $H(u,v)$ filter on the $F(u,v)$ image can pass high frequency part and cut low frequency component, then bloom ground detail and weaken clouds incident ray:

$$G(u,v) = I(u,v)H(u,v) + R(u,v)H(u,v)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

Transforming the filtered image $G(u,v)$ back into space domain by inverse Fast Fourier Transformation (formula 5):

$$\ln f(x,y) = \tilde{f}^{-1}\{G(u,v)\} = \tilde{f}^{-1}\{I(u,v)H(u,v)\} + \tilde{f}^{-1}\{R(u,v)H(u,v)\}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

And then calculate the natural exponential value of filtered image $\ln f(x,y)$:

$$G(x,y) = \exp[\ln f(x,y)] = \exp[\tilde{f}^{-1}\{I(u,v)H(u,v)\} + \tilde{f}^{-1}\{R(u,v)H(u,v)\}]$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

By this route, the Fast Fourier Transformations of the whole image consumes large time and memory \[1\], and cloudless part of image is damaged simultaneously because the way does not distinguish cloudless area from the cloud area \[13\], moreover, the above route brings edge effect which leads the filtered images hardly to interpret \[8\].

### III. IDENTIFICATION OF CLOUDS

Clouds distribution determination is an important step. The original image pixel value should be transformed into 0-255 range by grey stretch. In succession, calculate the mean value and variance of each sliding window which stands for the centre pixel neighborhoods, and find out the minimum mean value and maximum variance from all the sliding windows for any band. After getting the minimum mean value and maximum variance of each band, calculate the absolute difference (D-value) between every pixel’s mean value and the maximum mean value, and calculate the absolute difference (D-value) between the pixel’s variance and the minimum variance. Obviously, the two kinds of D-value are small if the pixel is in cloud area. Adding the two D-value together to construct a “cloud” criterion (scare) to determine clouds existing or not, the smaller the scare the thicker the clouds. The cloud thickness is classified into 10 classes according to the minimum scare and maximum scare by the following formula:

$$scale(x,y) = Class\{[\text{scare}(x,y) - \min\_\text{scare}] \times 10 / ([\max\_\text{scare} - \min\_\text{scare}])\}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

scale represents the cloud thickness, $\min\_\text{scare}$ and $\max\_\text{scare}$ are the thinnest cloud scare and thickest cloud scare separately, scare becomes small when the cloud becomes thick while scale is big when cloud is thin.

There are some other high light ground material showing the similar characters as clouds such as glacier and snow, the previous studies point out that their pixels value is bigger than cloud’s and usually over 200, and this paper declares that the removal method stated above is useless for too thick cloud, glacier or snow unless replacing those area by a new clear image.
IV. THE SIZE OF FILTERING WINDOW DETERMINATION

Previous studies conclude that almost any spatial data is relying on in the space, which is called space correlation \([15]\), also means that some geosciences phenomena or attributions depend on the neighboring value \([14]\). The variogram map of an image shows that the pixel’s values are often auto-correlated within certain distance at different orient (Fig.1), and the relationship disappears beyard the distance. By the principle, it is inferred that the homomorphism filter can be carried out in the window (the variable distance) rather than in the whole band \([16]\). By this method, the memory space for FFT is saved, it is in favor of big data processing.

The size of window (range) for filter is determined step by step. Calculate the variable distance of a bigger square block cut from a whole image, if the distance is less than the cut block, cut a smaller one until the variable distance equals to the block size. In this study area, the variable distances are about 10 pixels at 4 directions (Fig.1), implying that the high frequency and low frequency components are correlated in 10 pixels, so the size of window for homomorphism filter is 10 pixels.

V. ARITHMETIC IMPROVEMENT

The ideal method \([13]\) of clouds removal is to delineate the clouds above all, and then weaken them partially by a suitable homomorphism filter so the cloudless image part can be reserved. We just do it.

A. Adjustment of Cut-Off Frequency for Filter

The clouds component occupies low frequency and the
ground features occupies high frequency from the above analysis, the goal of clouds removal is to weaken low frequency and highlight high frequency component. Usually, a Butterworth high pass filter is adopted:

\[ H(u,v) = \frac{1}{1 + \left(\frac{D(u,v)}{D_0}\right)^n} \]  

(8)

In the formula, \( D_0 \) is the cut-off frequency (threshold), which is often fixed for the whole band in previous research. But \( D_0 \) should be changed to fit different clouds thickness, which is the reasonable result, and \( D_0 \) is direct ratio at clouds thickness. The formula (9) is suggested in this paper to calculate the threshold:

\[ D_0 = \text{scale} \times 2 \]  

(9)

the \( \text{scale} \) of clouds is from 1 to 10, and the value of cut-off frequency \( D_0 \) is between 2~20. It is implied that \( D_0 \) is bigger when the clouds is thicker. With this variable \( D_0 \), the clouds of different thickness can be weakened respectively, it seems more reasonable than previous way. And, \( n \) is set to 0.141 or 1, \( B^n \) power of filter, usually set to 1.

B. The Workflow of New Method

- The pixel value of an original remote sensing image are adjusted to ground reflectivity after radiometric correction, and the pixel values are stretched from 0 to 255([17]).

- Cutting a square block from the adjusted image, computing the range at four directions of \( 0^\circ, 45^\circ, 90^\circ, 135^\circ \), choosing a biggest range from them as the sliding size of filter window. If the range is greater than the cut square block, trying to cut a larger one until the variation distance equals to the cut image.

- Using the proposed way in part 3 to delineate clouds area and calculate its thickness. Usually, a sliding window with its mean value greater than 60 and its variance scare less than 0.68 is regarded as cloud covering zone.

- The left process is operated in the sliding window recognized as cloud zone. Above all, converting the pixels value of the window to a new matrix by logarithm function, and then carrying out Fourier transform to get its frequency distribution, using a high pass Butterworth filter to process the frequency image, then converting the filtered frequency image back into spatial domain through inverse FFT, computing its natural exponential value of the processed matrix at last.

C. Dealing with Edge Effect

The pixel values at the adjacency of cloud and cloudless area vary seriously, the directly homomorphism filter application will cause the processed result hardly uninterpretable.

A suitable strategy which can reduce the edge effect is suggested in the following. All the pixel values of a filtered sliding window decrease proportionally to its cloud thickness, the thicker the cloud, the more the pixel values decrease. The result brings out a grey balanced image for users to interpret. The above explanation is executed through formula (10):

\[ f_w(x,y) = \frac{\text{scale} \times (\text{filtered}_\text{win}(x,y) - \text{min}_l)}{\text{max}_l - \text{min}_l} + \text{max}_o - \text{scale} \]  

(10)

\( f_w(x,y) \) is the last image of a filtered sliding window, \( \text{scale} \) is the value of cloud thickness of this window, \( \text{filtered}_\text{win}(x,y) \) is the pixel value after Butterworth high pass filter and inverse FFT, \( \text{max}_o, \text{min}_o \) mean max value and min value of original image without any processing, \( \text{max}_l, \text{min}_l \) are max value and min value of \( \text{filtered}_\text{win}(x,y) \). The edge effect weakens ([8]) and the result keeps the same contrast to no-processing area (Fig.3).

D. Dealing with the Multi-Band Image

The clouds distribution and related thickness is different at any two bands because the transmission of air window varies at different spectrum wavelength. So, the pixel values of each band should be stretched into the same range. The experiment shows that a sliding window can be recognized as cloud area if its mean value is greater than 60 and variance scare is less than 0.68 no matter which band. Fig.2 shows the whole flow chart.

VI. DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

By the previous way, the memory of computer needed for FFT is about \( O(N^2) \) in case of an \( N \times N \) image, there are \( 10 \times N \) assistant memory needed in addition ([8],if an image is about 100M size, the computer memory needed exceeds 800M, the work is impossible to accomplish if an image reaching 1G by existing computer. But now the memory space falls at about \( O(N^2) \) (\( I \) is variation distance, about 10 pixels in this study), the time spent is about \( O(N^2) \) \( \times \text{num}_\text{win} \) (\( \text{num}_\text{win} \) is the numbers of sliding window over image). This is a big image favorable way.

The experiment images are EO-1 satellite Hyperion Level1 data, covering Pulang County, Yunnan province,
China with 196 effective bands after removing some overlaying spectrum. The radiant flux density is converted to ground reflectivity by radioactive correction model, the size of the image is 275 × 2500 pixels, there are some clouds distributing on the image centre (Fig.3a, d), the image is processed by the introduced method above and by the traditional way respectively. The result figure (Fig.3, b, e) shows that the new way not only can improve the computer efficiency but also can weaken the clouds when reserving cloudless area, with less edge effect and abundant texture. All those advantages are helpful to improve image quality and widen its application. Any more, the traditional way is focus on the one band image, but with our new method, the clouds of any band from the hyper-remote sensing image can be detected and then removed.

Contrast between the Fig3b and Fig3c (also between Fig 3e and Fig3) shows good detail and texture by the suggested method whenever compared to the original image (Fig3a, d) or to the image processed by traditional method (Fig3, e, f).

The edge effect by Fourier transformation is weakened in the study but still existing, so the improvement of formula (10) deserves further study.

Fig.3 indicates that if the cloud is too thick the processed result may be imperfect; the suggestion is that for too thick clouds area any other methods are invalid unless replacing them by a new part.

The algorithm was developed by IDL language, which is an outstanding platform for matrix operation with powerful functions for image and signal processing by RSI company of USA, the platform gives user the focus only on data processing and let the data reading and saving of mass data to system itself.

Many functions were employed from ENVI dynamic library in this research, so the codes must be executed under ENVI environment.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

This paper deduces a route of adaptive Butterworth filter for thin clouds weakening. The method determines the correlative size(distance) by geological statistics at first, and filters the cloud frequency by an adaptive high pass filter in a sliding window one by one, the way consumes less memory space and lilter time than previous way, brings big data processing easily. It is an automatic process for hyper-image cloud removal. The reason is that the new method can detects clouds area and its thickness, and adjusts the cut-off frequency of filter according to clouds thickness automatically. Without giving threshold manually, this method is suitable for any band of a hyper-spectrum image. The result by the suggested method shows good clouds removal effect (Fig3b, e), the edge effect is lower than old way, the texture and details are remarkable in the clouds area without damaging cloudless area. But for those too thick clouds area there is no existing idea unless replacing them by a new piece of image over there because there is no reflection information from the surface.

The edge effect by Fourier transformation is weakened in the study but still exists, so the improvement of formula (10) deserves further study.
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